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Abstract. Purpose: Delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs to the brain is limited by the capillary
endothelial cells that form the blood-brain barrier (BBB). In this study, we investigate a novel
transport mechanism based on the iron binding protein p97 (or melanotransferrin), which is able to
cross the BBB. Methods: The anticancer drug adriamycin (ADR), which is unable to cross the
BBB, was conjugated to p97 to determine if it was possible to deliver a therapeutic dose of ADR
to the brains of mice. Conjugates of p97-ADR were prepared and tested for efficacy against
subcutaneous rat C6 glioma tumours in athymic mice. Results: Conjugate and free ADR were
shown to be equally effective in inhibiting the growth of these tumours. The ability of p97 to cross
into the brain after conjugation to ADR was demonstrated in a mouse model using I125 labeled
compounds. Transport of p97 and conjugate were shown to be 6-8 fold higher than BSA or
lactoferrin. Conjugates were also tested for efficacy against intracranial rat C6 glioma and human
ZR-75-1 mammary tumours in athymic mice. Conclusion: The conjugate was shown to
significantly increase the survival of mice compared to repeated injections of PBS or free
ADR. These results demonstrate a marked improvement over existing chemotherapy strategies
based on ADR alone. p97 may have significant potential as an effective vehicle for the delivery of
therapeutic drugs across the BBB. © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The effective delivery of chemotherapeutic drags into the brain is limited by the
presence of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). The BBB is made up of specialized capillary
endothelial cells that are joined together by tight junctions, which provide a barrier that
protects the brain from exposure to unwanted compounds. Unfortunately, the barrier is
able to limit the entry and eliminate most chemotherapeutic drugs from the brain [26].
This is achieved by membrane proteins such as P-glycoprotein (Pgp 1 or mdr-1), that are
able to eliminate these drugs from the brain, which presents significant problems in
treating brain rumours with current chemotherapeutics [36]. Many methods have been
developed in an attempt to deliver drugs to the brain to treat brain tumours. However,
most have failed to provide significant improvements to long term survival [32]. Radical
methods, other than surgery or radiation treatment, have been devised in order to open
up the BBB and allow access of the drag to the brain. For example, the permeabilization
of the BBB by osmotic shock with mannitol [20] or by specific molecules such as
bradykinin analogs has allowed periodic delivery of drags into the brain [1]. However,
this exposes the brain to unwanted and potentially dangerous compounds found in the
blood. Small hydrophobic drags have been designed to allow diffusion through the
BBB. However, due to their lipid solubility, charge, low molecular weight, and binding
by P-glycoprotein, the transport is extremely inefficient [22,23]. Another approach is to
target the highly specific endogenous transport mechanisms of the BBB [2,27] where
drugs have been conjugated to small hydrophobic peptides [29]. Drags have also been
conjugated to proteins that are able to bind to receptors expressed on the BBB [26,27].
Unfortunately, in order to overcome the endogenous concentrations of the receptor's
ligands the drug must be delivered at very high concentrations. A more promising
technology has been developed based on conjugation of drags to antibodies against
these transport mechanisms [4,19]. For example, antibodies against the transferrin
receptor have been used to deliver drugs to tumours in the periphery [17,35] and across
the BBB [9,19,25]. Although partially effective, these methods have been limited by
saturation of the receptor and low dissociation rate of the antibody. It has also been
suggested that the transferrin receptor does not transport transferrin or these antibody
conjugates into the brain parenchyma but recycles them back to the blood [21]. In
addition severe immune reactions to the antibodies and side effects may be experienced.
Overall, these transport mechanisms are expressed throughout the body and render non-
specific delivery of the drug.

Novel approaches and improvements to existing therapies are, therefore, required to
increase the survival of those suffering from primary and metastasized CNS tumours. As
an alternative to using antibodies we have focussed on the iron binding protein p97, or
melanotransferrin, a protein closely related to transferrin and lactoferrin [3]. The precise
cellular function of p97 and its mechanisms of action have yet to be determined. p97 is
found as a soluble form in the blood as well as a membrane bound form [8], which is
highly expressed on the surface of melanoma cells, brain capillary endothelial cells [28]
and microglial cells associated with Alzheimer's disease amyloid plaques [11,37]. Since it
was noted that the serum levels of Alzheimer patients had elevated p97 [14,16], it was
suggested that p97 may be able to cross the BBB. This was supported by a recent study
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demonstrating the efficient transcytosis of radiolabelled p97 across the BBB in both in-
vitro and in-vivo models [6]. Considering the ability of p97 to cross the BBB, it was
proposed that delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs to the brain could by enhanced by
conjugation to p97. In this paper we explore the use of p97 to deliver the anthracycline
drug adriamycin (ADR), which normally cannot cross the BBB [23], into the brains of
mouse tumour models.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Production and purification ofp97

The recombinant secreted form of human p97, which was terminated at amino acid
position #711, was generated according to Yang, 1999 [38], and transfected in BHK TK-
ts!3 cells. After 10-12 days of incubation, the supernatant was recovered and centrimged
at 3000 xg for 20 min at 4 °C.

p97 was affinity purified using a 10 mL column of anti-p97 monoclonal antibody L235
(ATCC HB8446) immobilized on AffiGel-10 (Bio-Rad). p97 concentration was
determined using immunofiuorescence assay and its purity was determined by SDS-
PAGE analysis [14].

2.2. Conjugation ofp97 to ADR

The conjugation of ADR to p97 was achieved by cross-linking p97-/V-Succinimidyl S-
acetylthioacetate (p97-SATA) and ADR-Succinimidyl 4-[7V-maleimidomethyl]-cyclohex-
ane-1-carboxylate (ADR-SMCC) derivatives.

The activated ADR-SMCC was prepared by two methods. Method 1: 15uL of ADR
(2.5mg/mL, 4mM) in 25% PBS and 75% DMSO at pH 7.2 was activated by adding 15^L
of 33 mM SMCC (Pierce chemicals) in DMSO and incubating at room temperature for 3.5
h. The resulting ADR-SMCC was not purified and was reacted directly with the p97-
SATA. Method 2: The ADR-SMCC was directly synthesized.

The conjugation of deacylated p97-SATA to the activated ADR-SMCC was achieved
by reacting these compounds at 4 °C overnight with gentle agitation. Purification of the
p97-ADR conjugate was carried out using 5mL D-Salt Excellulose (Pierce Chemicals)
desalting columns that had been equilibrated with 25mL of PBS. The purified p97-ADR
was assessed by SDS-PAGE gel and anion exchange chromatography. The conjugate
prepared from ADR-SMCC produced by Method 1 was called SYN002. Three separate
batches of conjugate were prepared from ADR-SMCC produced by Method 2 and were
called SYN018, SYN019 and SYN020. Western blot analysis on the conjugates was
carried out according to standard procedures using the primary anti p97 monoclonal mouse
antibody L235 [13].

2.3. Molecular substitution ratio (MSR) determination

The molecular substitution ratio (MSR) or moles of ADR bound to moles of p97 was
determined by absorbance analysis. ADR has a peak of absorption at 486 nm but also
absorbs at 280 nm, which unfortunately affects the direct determination of the p97 protein
concentration. Therefore, the absorbance of the conjugate was first measured at 486 nm.
The MSR was then determined from the measured ADR and p97 concentrations.
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2.4. Stability and quality ofp97-ADR conjugates

In order to determine the stability of the p97-ADR conjugate, SYN002 was prepared
with [14C] labeled ADR (Nycomed, Amersham). A 200 uL sample of the [14C] ADR
containing SYN002 conjugate was added to 1 mL of mouse serum and incubated at 37
°C. At various times over a period of 18 h, 25\\L aliquots were removed and the CPM
of the protein associated fraction (isolation of the trichloro-acetic acid (TCA)
precipitable fraction by standard procedures) was determined. The samples were run
on SDS-PAGE gel and visualized after exposure to Kodak XAR film for 600 h. The
migration of the conjugate was compared to [14C] methylated molecular weight markers
from Amersham.

2.5. lodination of compounds

p97, BSA, lactoferrin, and p97ADR conjugates were iodinated using a chloramine T
protocol. The specific activity of the radiolabelled compounds was determined to ensure
similarity.

2.6. Cell culture

C6 rat glioma (ATCC CRL-2199) and ZR-75-1 human mammary tumour (ATCC CRL-
1500) cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal calf
serum at 37 °C in 5% CC>2 humidified atmosphere.

2.7. Mouse tumour models

Tumor models, subcutaneous and intracranial, were prepared from female NSWNU(m)
Swiss nu/nu aged 6-8 weeks. They were housed in micro isolated cages (5 mice per cage)
in a hepa filtered ventilated animal rack under positive air pressure. All procedures were in
accordance with guidelines set by the University of British Columbia Committee for
Animal Care. Mice would be euthanized if any signs of morbidity were detected, which
included decreased activity, loss of appetite, reduced water intake, or lack of grooming.

2.7.7. Subcutaneous model
The subcutaneous mouse model was prepared by injecting a 50 p,L suspension of

IxlO5 rat C6 glioma cells in sterile PBS into the right flank of the mice.

2.7.2. Intracranial model
The intracranial mouse model was prepared by first administering an intra-peritoneal

injection of 100 mg Ketamine and 10 mg Xylazine per kilogram body weight which is
sufficient to deeply anaesthetize the mice for 20-25 minutes. During this time, an
intracranial injection of 4xl05 C6 glioma or IxlO6 ZR-75-1 cells in 5 uL of sterile PBS
was given stereotaxicaly 3 mm below the surface of the skull, 3 mm in front of the coronal
suture and 3 mm to the right of the midline. A motorized injector delivered the cell
suspension at a rate of 1 uL/min from a 25 iiL Hamilton syringe through a 27 gauge
needle. The needle was then removed slowly 2 min after the injection had been completed.
The injection site was wiped with an alcohol soaked swab and then sealed using sterile
bone wax and the incision in the scalp closed with sterile clips.
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2.8. In vivo trials

2.8.1. Subcutaneous trials
In Trial 1, the effectiveness of SYN002 (0.0625 mg/mL ADR) conjugate against

subcutaneous C6 gliomas was assessed by repeated tail vein injections of 80 uL per 10 g
body weight and compared with a similar injection regime of PBS and ADR (0.0625 mg/
mL ADR in PBS). The dosing regime is outlined in Table 1. Tumor weight was monitored
over time up to 19 days by estimating the tumour volume from measured width and length
using digital calipers [10].

2.8.2. Intracmnial trials
In these trials, mice were treated with either conjugate, free ADR or PBS as control and

their survival reported as a percentage of the total mice surviving since the day of tumour
implantation. The data was represented as Kaplan-Meier survival curves. Mean and
median survival in days since tumour implantation was calculated for each treatment.
Efficacy of the conjugate and free ADR were determined as a percent increase in mean and
median survival times as compared to the PBS control treatment. In all trials, the body
weight of the mice did not appear to be affected by the treatments.

In Trial 2, the effectiveness of SYN002 conjugate against intracranial ZR-5-1 mammary
tumours was assessed by repeated tail vein injections of 80 uL per lOg body weight
solutions containing PBS, ADR (0.25 mg/mL ADR in PBS) or SYN002 (0.06875 mg/mL
ADR). The dosing regime is outlined in Table 1.

In Trial 3, the effectiveness of SYN018 conjugate against intracranial C6 gliomas was
assessed by repeated tail vein injections of 80 uL per 10 g body weight solutions

Table 1
Summary of mouse trials

Trial n

1

2

3

4

5

9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
2
2
5
3
3

Tumour cell type Tumour location Treatment

C6
C6
C6
ZR-75-1
ZR-75-1
ZR-75-1
C6
C6
C6
C6
C6
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Subcutaneous
Subcutaneous
Subcutaneous
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
Intracranial
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

PBS
ADR
SYN002
PBS
ADR
SYN002
PBS
SYN018
PBS
ADR
SYN002
BSA
Lf
p97
SYN019
SYN020

Injection schedule (Day)

3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13 (8)
3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13 (8)
3,4,5,6,10,11,12,13 (8)
3,4,5,6,7,10,11,12,13,14 (10)
3,4,5,6,7,10,11,12,13,14 (10)
3,4,5,6,7,10,11,12,13,14 (10)
1,3,7,10,14 (5)
1,3,7,10,14 (5)
2,9,17,20,25 (5)
2,9,17,20,25 (5)
2,9,17,20,25 (5)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Total ADR (mg/kg)

0
4
4
0

20
5.5
0
0.49
0

20
2.75
0
0
0
0.1
0.1

Injection schedule: this indicates the number days after the tumor implant when the single injections were
administered. The number in the brackets indicates the total number of injections. All injections were made by the
tail vein with the exception of Trial 4, which used intra-jugular injections.
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containing PBS, or SYN018 (0.01225 mg/mL ADR). The dosing regime is outlined in
Table 1.

In Trial 4, the effectiveness of SYN002 conjugate against intracranial C6 gliomas was
assessed by repeated intra-jugular vein injections of 80 uL per 10 g body weight solutions
containing PBS, ADR (0.5 rag/ml ADR in PBS) or SYN002 (0.06875 mg/ml ADR). The
dosing regime is outlined in Table 1.

2.9. Brain uptake trials

In order to demonstrate brain delivery of ADR conjugated to p97, mice were injected
with radiolabelled (I125) proteins. In Trial 5, mice were given a single injection of 80 uL
per 10 g of body weight of solutions containing radiolabeled (3 |j,g total protein/mL) BSA,
Lf, p97, SYN019 or SYN020 via the tail vein. After injection the mice were returned to
their cages and at 1 h post injection, each mouse was given an intra-peritoneal injection of
mixed solution of Ketamine HCI (100 mg/kg body weight) and Xylazine (10 mg/kg body
weight). When deeply anaesthetized the chest cavity of the mouse was opened and a 300
(O.L sample of blood removed slowly by cardiac puncture using a syringe. The left atrium
was snipped with scissors and the mouse was perfused with heparinized saline from a
peristaltic pump through a 27 gauge needle. After perfusion, the brain was removed and
CPM per g of tissue determined using a Gamma counter.

3. Results

3,1. Preparation ofthep97-ADR conjugates

ADR was conjugated to p97, resulting in relatively pure active conjugates. The purity
of the conjugate can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows SYN002 conjugated to [14C] labeled
ADR according to Method 1. SYN002 had a molar substitution ratio (MSR) between 4
and 5 with a concentration of 60.62 |ag/mL for ADR and 1.8 mg/mL for p97. For SYN018,
SYN019 and SYN020 the MSR was between 6 and 7 with an ADR concentration of 17
Hg/mL and a p97 concentration of 0.4 mg/mL. The conformation of the p97 after
conjugation was assumed to be retained as demonstrated by Western blot analysis (data not

1 A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 " ™

B_

C_

D

Fig. 1. Stability of [14C] labelled ADR conjugated to p97, SYN002, in mouse serum. TCA precipitated [14C]
counts from each fraction were measured to give a percentage of the p97 protein with conjugated [I4C] labelled
ADR. Lanes: 1=0 (min) and 90% (TCA precipitable counts); 2=10/92%; 3=20/94.7%; 4=30/90.5; 5=40/8309%;
6=60/93.9%, and 7=18 h/83.3%. [14C] molecular weight markers were run and their positions are shown: A=220
kDa, B=97 kDa, C=66 KDa, D=45 kDa, E=30 kDa.
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Fig. 2. Subcutaneous C6 glioma mass in mice from Trial 1. Data presented shows the increase in tumour mass
over time with standard errors shown for each data set. Treatment groups: 0-O=PBS, D-D=ADR (4 mg/kg), A-
A=SYN002 (4 mg/kg ADR).

shown). In addition, the ability to measure p97 concentration using the immunofluor-
escence assay [13], which involved the use of two anti-p97 monoclonal antibodies, also
confirmed that the conformation and hence activity of p97 had been retained.

3.2. Stability ofthep97ADR in serum

The stability of the SYN002 conjugate in mouse serum was determined using [14C]
labeled ADR. Fig. 1 shows that the conjugate was stable in serum for up to 1 h at 37 °C,
with degradation (see a 60 kDa fragment, Lane 7) only occurring after 18 h at 37 °C. The
protein associated (TCA precipitable) counts of the recovered aliquots remained above
80% for the full duration of the experiment.

3.3. Efficacy ofADR-p97 conjugate on subcutaneous tumours

Results from Trial 1 (see Fig. 2) showed that conjugation of ADR to p97 did not affect
the ability of ADR to inhibit C6 tumour growth. Treatment of the mouse subcutaneous
model with a total dose of 4mg/kg ADR given as free ADR or as SYN002 conjugate
significantly inhibited the growth (over 50% reduction in tumour size over a 20 day
period) of the subcutaneous C6 gliomas compared to PBS (/><0.01*) RM ANOVA. The
ADR doses (4 mg/kg) used in this trial were lower than those typically used in
chemotherapy (10-15 mg/kg) since it was not possible to inject this amount of ADR due to
injection volume restrictions. Treatment with the SYN002 conjugate was slightly more

Table 2
Percent increase in survival times for mice with free or conjugated ADR compared to controls treated with PBS

Trial

2

3

4

Compound

PBS
ADR
SYN002
PBS
SYN018
PBS
ADRSYN002
SYN002

Mean survival
(days)

10
9.24

17.7
20.2
28.3
21.8
24.13
27.9

% change in
mean survival

-
-7.6
77
-

40
-

10.7
28

% change in
median survival

—
-12.5
20.8
-

44
-

13.6
35

Log rank
significance

—
p<0.05
p<0.005
-
j?<0.001
-
p<0.05p<0.005
p<0.005
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Fig. 3. Percent survival of mice with intracranial ZR-75-1 mammary tumours versus time from Trial 2. Treatment
groups (n=10): O-OPBS, D-Q=ADR (20 mg/kg ADR), A-A=SYN002 (5.5 rag/kg ADR).

effective than treatment with an equivalent amount of pure ADR. No behavioral changes
or other signs of morbidity were observed in these animals during this trial.

3.4. Efficacy ofADR-p97 conjugates on intracranial tumours

The three intracranial studies showed that treatment with the p97-ADR conjugates
SYN002 and S YNO18 were able to significantly extend the survival of mice with intracranial
C6 gliomas or ZR-75-1 mammary tumours (see Table 2). In Trial 2 (see Fig. 3) where the
mice with intracranial ZR-75-1 mammary tumours were treated with SYN002 via tail vein
injections, mean and median survival times were increased by 77% and 20.8% compared to
the PBS treated group. Treatment with free ADR actually reduced the mean and median
survival of the mice. It should also be noted that the total ADR injected in the form of
conjugate was four times less than that of free ADR. It may be assumed that a higher dosage
of ADR injected in the form of conjugate would result in further increases in survival. Two
mice in the SYN002 treated group survived to 50 days and were reported, after autopsy, to be
tumour free survivors. In Trial 3 (see Fig. 4) where mice with intracranial C6 gliomas were
treated with S YNO 18 via tail vein inj ections, mean and median survival times were increased
by 40% and 44%, respectively, compared to the PBS treated group. The efficacy of the p97-
ADR conjugates, SYN002 and SYN018, did not appear to be affected by differences in the
preparation or in the treatment of different tumour types, C6 or ZR-75-1. Again, it should be
noted that significant increases in survival time were achieved with relatively small total
doses of ADR conjugated to p97. In Trial 4 (data not shown) where mice with intracranial C6

Fig. 4. Percent survival of mice with intracranial C6 glioma tumours versus time from Trial 3. Treatment groups
(w=10): O-OPBS, A-A=SYN018 (0.49 mg/kg ADR).
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Fig. 5. Results from Trial 5. CPM per gram of brain tissue as a percentage of the total CPM injected. The BSA
(n=2) and Lf («=2) show low levels while the p97 (;i=5) and both SYN019 («=3) and SYN20 (n=3) are
significantly higher at 1 h post injection.

gliomas were treated with SYN002 via intra jugular vein injections, mean and median
survival times were increased by 28% and 35%, respectively, compared to the PBS treated
group. In this trial, treatment with free ADR also improved the mean and median survival
times of the mice but the improvement was considerably less than that of the conjugate (see
Table 2). Compared to Trial 2, efficacy of the conjugate did not appear to be affected by
injection method, tail vein vs. intra-jugular vein.

3.5. Brain uptake of radiolabeled compounds

The brain uptake of various compounds labelled with I125 were compared 1 h after a
single bolus intravenous tail vein injection. Uptake was determined as the CPM per gram
of brain tissue as a percentage of the injected dose CPM (see Fig. 5). Uptake of p97 and
conjugates SYN019 and SYN020 was over eight-fold higher than that of BSA or Lf.

These data show that conjugation of ADR to p97 does not affect the transport of p97
into the brain. It was also assumed that ADR did not separate from the p97 since it was
covalently conjugated to p97. In addition, these results demonstrate that significant
amounts of ADR, which does not normally cross into the brain, could be delivered into the
brain by conjugation to p97.

4. Discussion

Several studies have shown that p97 may be overexpressed in the brains of those suffering
from Alzheimer's Disease [11,28,37]. In addition, this overexpression could be detected by
increased levels of p97 in the serum of those suffering from the disease [14,15]. In a more
recent study by Demeule et al. 2002 [6], recombinant p97 was shown to be actively
transported across an in-vitro BBB model similar to that used by Dehouck et al., 1997 [5].
The transport rate of p97 was 10-15 times higher than that of the similar iron binding
proteins transferrin and lactoferrin. Lactoferrin is a protein that has been shown to be actively
transported across the BBB by receptor mediated transcytosis [7]. Based on these studies, it
was proposed that p97 may be actively transported across the BBB. The mechanism of
transport has yet to be identified; however, like lactoferrin, it seems reasonable to consider
that delivery of p97 into the brain is also a receptor mediated process. Further, by
conjugation to p97, p97 could be used as a brain delivery vehicle for compounds or drugs
that are normally not able to cross the BBB. Using p97 as a potential drug delivery vehicle
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offers many advantages over existing delivery methods. p97 is an endogenous human
protein found at low levels (<10 ng/mL [14]) in the blood and, therefore, is unlikely to result
in an immune response. Since endogenous p97 concentrations are low, it will not compete
with the p97 drug conjugate for the p97 receptor and interfere with the subsequent brain
delivery of the conjugate. Although the endogenous levels of transferrin, a similar blood
protein to p97, are over 105 fold higher than p97 in the blood, it has been shown that
transferrin does not compete with p97 brain transport [6].

ADR was chosen to be conjugated to p97 since ADR is a compound that is
normally excluded from the brain by P-glycoprotein and has been shown to be
completely ineffective in treating brain tumours [34]. Two methods were used to
prepare stable conjugates of ADR and p97, with 4 to 7 molecules of ADR per
molecule of p97 at an ADR concentration of 17—60.62 |j,g/mL. The conjugates were
shown to be stable in mouse serum for up to 18 h and the conjugation of ADR did not
appear to affect the activity or conformation of p97. C6 and ZR-25-1 tumour cells
were used in the in-vivo trials since they gave a reliable characterized pattern of
growth, 100% take rate in nude mice and reproducibility in survival patterns [12,30].
Athymic nude mice were chosen to reduce any possible confounding effects due to
immune responses to the C6 or ZR-75-1 rumour cells or to the repeated injection of
the human form of the p97 protein.

In Trial 1 it was shown that conjugation of ADR to p97 did not appear to affect the
ability of ADR to inhibit the growth of subcutaneous C6 glioma tumours. Growth patterns
of the C6 cells in the subcutaneous mouse model were consistent with previous trials
reported in the literature [10,30]. Fig. 2 shows that ADR conjugated to p97 (SYN002) was
as effective in inhibiting tumour growth as an equivalent amount of free ADR compared to
the PBS control (over 50% reduction in tumour mass over a period of 19 days). In fact,
conjugation of ADR to p97 appeared to slightly increase the tumour suppression ability of
ADR. In both cases of free and conjugated ADR, growth of the tumours was not
completely inhibited; however, this may be partially due to using an ADR dose lower than
that used in normal therapy.

Conjugation of ADR to p97 also did not appear to affect the ability of p97 to be
transported across the BBB. In Trial 5 (Fig. 5), it was shown that similar amounts of
radioactively labeled p97 and p97-ADR conjugates, SYN019 and SYN020, were
transported into the brains of mice after intravenous tail vein injection as represented by
percent injected dose per g brain tissue. In addition it was shown that p97 as well as p97-
ADR conjugate was transported into the brain at significantly higher levels than lactoferrin
(8-fold higher), which has been shown to cross the BBB [7]. These data demonstrate that
significant amounts of ADR, which does not normally cross into the brain [23], could be
delivered into the brain by conjugation to p97.

hi the intracranial trials (Trials 2-4), treatment with the p97-ADR conjugates
resulted in significant increases in survival of mice with brain tumours compared to
treatment with ADR alone. In Trial 2, mice were injected intracranially with ZR-75-1
mammary tumour cells, treatment with the conjugate considerably increased the
survival of the mice with increased mean and median survival of 77% and 20%,
respectively. In addition, the survival of 2 mice for over 50 days demonstrated the
potential of this treatment based of delivery of ADR by conjugation to p97. In Trials 3
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and 4, mice were injected intracranially with rat C6 glioma cells and treated with the
p97-ADR conjugates SYN002 and SYN018 either via tail vein injection (Trial 3) or
via intra-jugular injections (Trial 4). These brain tumours grew slower than ZR-75-1
tumours resulting in an average survival time of 21 days for untreated animals, which
is typical for these tumours [12,31]. In both trials, again significant increases in mean
and median survival were achieved.

These results show that the conjugate p97-ADR increased survival times of mice with
intracranial tumours compared to free ADR as well as demonstrating that by conjugating
ADR to p97 allows delivery of ADR to the brain. Finally, this study demonstrates the
potential of using p97 as a vehicle to deliver chemotherapeutic drugs to the brain that are
normally unable to cross the BBB.
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Discussion

Sugiyama
Dr Bill Pardridge in the USA, as you know, published a paper about the OX26

which is the transferrin receptor antibody. In his paper he said the reason why he used
the antibody instead of transferrin itself is that the endogenous concentration of
transferrin in the circulating blood is high enough to saturate the binding to the
transferrin receptor. In your case you used the melanotransferrin. Don't you need to
worry about that issue?

Gabathuler
We checked that. Melanotransferrin is found in trace amounts in the blood. These

traces are much lower than the amount that we add for therapeutics. Melanotransferrin
does not bind to the transferrin receptor, so there's no competition with transferrin. We
worked on OX26 but we did not really find the same data that Bill Partridge found. We
had a problem with the association of the antibodies from the receptor. It goes into the
brain capillaries, but once it is in the brain capillaries, it is not released in the
parenchyma.

Aerts
After the passage of the barrier, what is the likelihood that the melanotransferrin is

taken up by a glial type of cell versus a neuronal cell?
Gabathuler
That is possible. But what we found is that when you look at a diseased brain, in

Alzheimer's disease or so, the high iron concentrations made us think that p97 maybe
is there to get rid of the excess iron and not to transport iron into the brain. I still do
not know what is exactly the role of the p97 in the iron homeostasis. You can
demonstrate that p97 transports iron in the brain, but I cannot tell you what happens
physiologically, because when you do the experiment—you load p97 with iron and the
iron is going to go to the brain—it does not tell you physiologically whether that is
really the function of p97.

Aerts
Would there be also a sort of preference to deliver the melanotransferrin ligant

to the lysosomes of glial cells rather than neuronal cells? So after successfully
passing the barrier, would most of the enzyme in this case end up hi the
lysosomes?

Gabathuler
We didn't find that when we looked at tissue distribution, at the cell types and so on.

We found it mostly in neuronal cells, and that is maybe because of the receptor. But you
should not forget the two forms, membrane-bound and secreted form, so the membrane-
bound form may have a completely different function.

Fricker
When you couple drags to OX26 or ApoE or p97, you may have rather large

constructs. Is it possible to use fragments of p97?
Gabathuler
We are working now with a peptide of 19 amino acids from another protein, and that

is very convenient because in therapeutic use when you look at dosage, the amount of
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milligrams per kilogram you have to inject when you have a fosion protein of 180 kDa,
it is quite expensive. I know enzyme replacement is expensive but that puts the price up
even more.

McQuaid
Do you know anything about the invasiveness of the rat C6 glioma model, and what

about the secondary expression of p97 in human glioblastomas?
Gabathuler
It is expressed in human glioblastomas and it is expressed in the GPI (glycosyl

phosphatityl inositol) linked form. If you look at the expression with histochemistry, it is
expressed in these tumours. Concerning invasiveness, we found that the permeability of
the blood-brain barrier was increased a bit, but not to the extent seen when you have p97
attached to the cargo.

Gaillard
I was wondering about the mechanism you describe for the ending of the construct of

the lysosome. That does not happen in the endothelial cells, but does it happen in the
neurones? Can you think of a reason to explain that?

Gabathuler
What happens during transcytosis is still in debate. It seems that brain capillaries have a

different expression of receptors, and the receptors have different functions. The pathway—
the transytosis—is different. I do not think that here it does go through the lysosome, because
we tested all our constructs in the in vitro model, and looked at maintenance of the tightness.
If you put p97 and doxorubicin, or p97 and other compounds, it does not affect the
permeability of the tight junction. If now, you go through the lysosome, P97 would
disappear, your doxorubicin would end up on the endothelial cells and kill them, and you
would have an increase in permeability, in sucrose transport and so on. Of course, you do not
see that.

Smith
Does it make a difference if iron is bound to the p97?
Gabathuler
When we decided to manufacture p97, we always did affinitive purification with

antibodies. Then we decided to find a different way to prepare the protein, by columns
and so on. What happened at that time was that the iron was not associated with the
protein any more, and we had different batches of p97 that had different rates of transport
through our in vitro model. So that is something you are not aware of all the time. My
thinking was that you if lose the iron you put it back and that is it. In this case it did not
work.

De Boer
Similar things may happen with transferrin. You have the same risk I think.
Gabathuler
Oh, sure, yes. But we thought that with melanotransferrin there was a slightly tighter

association with iron. There is only one iron on p97, it is not two like you have on
transferrin. That is something you have to learn by experience, and learn, and the next time
you are going to be ok.

Van Tellingen
In the case of cytotoxic drugs, where exactly is the cargo released?
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Gabathuler
One cannot follow that but, according to the model, it is released in the lysosome of the

glial cells, where it is going to be degraded.
Van Tellingen
In the case of, for example, doxorubicin, as the lysosome is relatively acidic in nature,

doxorubicin may not be released from the lysosome itself very efficiently into the tumour.
Do you have any idea about that?

Gabathuler
We assume that it just crosses the lysosome as soon as it is liberated, because the half-

life of p97 in the lysosome is very short, it is degraded very fast, and then diffuses in the
cytoplasm.

Du Souich
Would you think that, by changing the chain, you are going to decrease the brain uptake

of the carrier? By decreasing the number of amino acids in the peptide you may increase
its stability and its half-life. As a consequence, we could assume that organs less perfused
than the brain may be able to increase the uptake of a compound and that may reduce the
brain availability.

Gabathuler
Yes, I think that you just have to take and evaluate these pharmacokinetic aspects and

look at stability in the cells. Different efficiency in the transport of the antigens can have
different reasons. A small peptide only recognises a specific site, compared to the antigen
which is a big protein. With a protein there may be a spatial hindrance, and a very
important point for example in case of Pysosomal enzymes, these enzymes are stable at pH
acidic but they are not stable at pH acidic but they are not stable at pH 7, so you have to
take a decision about what is the best way to inject the enzyme. If the enzyme goes into the
brain and it is not active, then it is useless, you know. So you have to be aware of things
and then try to decide what the best way to go is. I do not think there is one way for all the
applications. It depends on what you need to do, what the therapy is, and what you want to
affect.

Whittle
This is a melanin-derived receptor. Do melanin tumours overexpress the p97?
Gabathuler
Yes. Not all of them, but it is seen in melanomas, in kidney tumour cell lines and in

other cell lines. We can speak about the function of p97. It interacts with plasminogen and
this kind of receptor sites, so it is quite an interesting family. When we started to use it for
brain delivery we were not aware of these activities. Also, the secreted form may be totally
different from the membrane-bound form.




